
COME SEE WHERE WE LIVE
Global Connections Exchange 

OVERVIEW

Topic House
Age range 13-18
Subject Languages & Cultures
Duration 8 weeks

DESCRIPTION

Have you ever visited a place and noticed that some of the 
houses or tourist attractions are very representative of that city 
or neighborhood? In this course, students will converse about 
homes and other places in their local area that are relevant to 
them. Additionally, they will plan and present a mini tour of an 
interesting site in their city. In this course, students discover what 
life is like for other people in another culture through direct video 
exchanges with peers from another culture. Additionally, students 
effectively interact to discuss similarities and differences between 
their own and other cultures around the world and ask questions 
to elicit further information.

LEVEL 2 ADVENTURER 

Recommended for students who have completed 
at least 2 years of high school/secondary study or 
equivalent in the target language & culture.

Weeks Task Topics A B Learning Objectives

Weeks 
1-2

Introduce yourself to your 
partners Eng Spa 	y converse with peers about school, family/household, pastimes/hobbies, 

and interesting facts about themselves.

Respond to your partners' 
introduction videos Spa Eng 	y compare and contrast differences in school, family/household, pastimes/

hobbies, and interesting facts in their own and another culture.

Weeks 
3-4

Favorite Space Inside or 
Outside My Home Spa —

	y talk about their favorite spaces inside or outside the home, including details 
such as what they do there, how these spaces make them feel, and who 
spends time there with them.

Places Near Where I Live — Eng 	y talk about a place near where they live and explain why it is interesting, 
unique, or important.

Weeks 
5-6

Respond to your partners’ 
videos on Places Near 
Where I Live

Eng —
	y exchange information about which places they would like to visit, what 
else they would like to learn, and whether it reminds them of any places 
near their own homes.

Respond to your partners’ 
videos on Favorite Space 
Inside or Outside My Home

— Spa 	y effectively compare and contrast their peers’ favorite spaces inside or 
outside the home.

Weeks 
7-8 Reflection Spa or Eng

	y talk about their homes and describe other places in their local area that 
are relevant to them.
	y recognize significant differences regarding homes and places between 
their own and another culture.

A: Students learning Spanish will create video in...

B: Students learning English will create video in...
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